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chapter Five 

MAGNETISM AND 
MATTER 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic phenomena are universal in nature. Vast, distant galaxies, the 
tiny frlvisibie atoms, nien and beasts all are permeated through and 
through with a host of magnetic fields from a variety of sources. The earth's 
magnetism predates human'evolution. The word magnet is derived from 
the ~~c,..<.>lin~d in Gi:-eece··called magnesia where magnetic ore 
~~.£92!_!~~~,~e .f~d. as~ early as 600 BC. Shepherds on this island 
complained that their ~'Y-~~ §~~es (which had nails) at times stayed 
~..!2....th.~J[P¥~d. Their iron-tipped rods were similarly affected. This 
attractive property of magnets made it difficult for them to move around. 

The directional property of magnets was also known since ancient 
times. A thin long piece of a magnet, when suspended freely, pointed in 
the north-south direction. A similar effect was obseived when it was placed 
on a piece of cork which was then allowed to float in still water. The name 
lodestone ,_(or _load.stone) given to a naturally occurrtng ore of iron
magnetite 1!.1.::Us E di~g stone. The technological exploitatio~ of this 
property is generally credited to the ~hinese. Chinese te~s dating 400 
BC mention the use of magnetic needles for navi ation orrships. Caravans 
crossing The Gofii esert also employed magnetic needles. 

A Cl-iitlese legend narrates the tale of the victory of the emperor Hu8I38-ti 
about four thousand year~ ago, which he owed to his craftsmen (whom - ~ 
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nowadays you would call engineers). These 'engineers· 

built a chariot on which the laced a magnetic figure 

with arms ou tstretc e . Figure 5.1 ts an artis s 

description of this chariot. The figure swiveled around 

th t the finger of the -statuette on it alwa s 0intect 
so a . ti' t 
south. With this c ariot. Hua1"l - s roo s were abJe 

toattack t e enemy from the rear in thick fog, anct to 

defeat them. --...... 
In the previous chapter we have learned th~t moVing 

charges or electric currents produce magnetic _fielcts. 

This discovery, which was made in the early part of the 

nineteenth century is credited to Oen,ted, Ampere, Biot 

and Savart, among others. -

. . IHffie present chapter, we take ~ look at magnetism 

FIGURE 5 .1 The arm of the statuette as a subject in its o'}Vll right. . · . 

mounted on the ch ariot always pmnts Some of the . c~mmonly known ideas regarding 

south. This is an artist's sketch of one 
of the earli~st known compasses , magnetism are: · . . · 
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thousands ol years old. ..J.t(. The earth behaves as a magnet with the magnetic 

field pointing approximately from the geograpfilc 

south to the north. 

Ji{) When a bar magnet is freely suspended, it points•in the north-south 

dkection. ·The tip which points:to the geographic north is called the 

north pole and the tip which poin~s to the geographic south is called . 

the south pole of the magnet. 

JH(Toere is a repulsive force when north poles ( or south poles } of two 

magnets are brought ~lose together. Conversely, there is an attractive 

force between the north pole of one magnet and the south pole of 

the other. . 

· ,Jiv'(we ~annot isolate the ~orth, or_~OlJ..t.Q _R9le_ ~ -~ n et. If a bar magnet 

is broken into iw[§.J~~=-=-~ ~ -~!~l~ll.- ·bar magnets wuh 

somewhat we~!J?rop erties. Q~~~~f!P~ charii'.s:is@ated ma@et£ 

north and south E~le~~<?~~<!~Jngg ... ~~t._i£~monop oles do not exist. 

..i,,(u is possible to make magnets out of iron and its ailoys. 

We begin with a description of a bar magnet and its behaviour in an 

external magnetic field. We describe Gauss's law of magnetism.-We then 

follow it up with an account of the earth's magnetic field. We next describe 

how materials can be classified on the basis of their magnetic properties. 

\Ve describe para-, dia-, and ferromagnetism. We conclude with a sectioD: 

_ on electromagnets and permanent magnets. 

5.2 THE BAR .MAGNET _ 

One ·of the earliest childhood memories of the famous physicist Albert _ 

Einstein was that of a magnet gifted to him by a relative. Einstein was 

fascinated, and played endlessly with it. He wondered how the magnet 

could affect objects such as nails or pins placed away from it and not in 

an~ _way connected to it by a spring or string. 
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riln our study by exarn1ning iron filings sprinkled on a sheet of 
we be~ over a short bar magnet. The arrangement of iron flllngs ts 
s place 5.2. 

gl!l9¢1 iJ1 fig. of 1ron filings suggests that the magnet has two poles 
,11° 'file patte;°positlve an? negative charge of an electric dipole. As 
. iJaI' to : the 1ntroductory section, one pole is designated the North 

5ifl1 ooned ther the South pole. When suspended freely these poles efl tbe o • · ' 
111 ie aJl~_:..n:,dIIl~ towards the geographic north and south poles, 
P" I.flt ~ ilar pattern of iron filings is obser.ved around a current 
p0 t1velY• 
ie5~ g solenoid. 

c~ fbe 111agnctic field lines . 
5.z.l f irOn filings permits us to plot the magnetic field lines*. This is FIGURE 5 .2 The 
1116patte~ for the bar-magnet and the current-carrying solenoid ' in mTangemenl of Iron 
·s11owfl b; r comparison refer to the Chapter 1, Figure l. l 7(d). Electric field filings <;urrounding a 
fig• 5-3· 

0
e1ectrtc dipole are also displayed m Fig. 5.3(c). The magnetic field bar magnet. The 

~:
0:a visual and intuitive realisation of the magnetic field. Their m::J~~; r:;;~c:~s. 

_!ill rttes are: . . . The pattern suggests 
·p~Pe magnetic field lines of a magnet (o.r a solenoid) form continuous that the bar magnet 
J, ~:ed loops. This is unlike the electric dipole where these field lines . is a magnetic · dipole . 

~gin lrom a positive charge and en2_~n the ~~g~tiv~. ~harge or esc~e 

, :I, =,;,Ho the field line at a given )){lint represents the direction of 
the net magnetic field B at that pomt. 

(a) (b) (cl 

FIGURE 5.3 The field lines of (a) a bar magnet ; (b) a current-carrying finite solenoid and 
(c) electric dipole.· At large distances, lhe field lines are very similar. The curves 

labelled Q) and @are closed Gaussian st.trfaces. ---------
• In some textbooks the ma netic field lines are called magnetic lines of force. 

tli.'es n m~ncla~ure is avoided since i can ~ co usil}g-.ld,n!ike electrosfad"cs 

(~~ hnes m magnetism do npt indicate _the direction of the force on a 
-~fiarge. - · 
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. . . ber of field lines crossing per ~t area, the Slt 
J;ff) The larger the nu:of the magnetic field B. In Fig. 5.3(a), Bis longer 

. 

I 
I 

. is the magnitud than in region CD. arger 
. around region@ lin do not intersect, for if they did, the ct· · 
~ The magnetic_fleld d ::uld not be unique at the point of inter:ectioti 
. of the magnetic flel a netic field lines in a variety of ways, One CtJo~.-

One can plot tbe m tig om ass needle at various ositions ~:ay is 
to lace a small m~gne c cus an idea of the magnetic fiel dire t' note 
its orientation. s gives . c Ion at 
various points in space. 

. . t an equivalent solenoid . 5 2 2 Bar magne as . 
. . t we have explained how a current loo acts 

In the p:e~ous chap ti:~ 4. I 0). We mentioned Am ere s YPothes1s as a 
magnetic d112ole. (Sec b explained in terms of circulating CUrr 
_ 1f:? ti phenomena can e ents 
i:ill magne c Recall that the magnetic dipole nioment · 

:+-x+ 
. I dx :-+ +-

associated with a current loop was defin 111 

to be[in = NI~ where N is the number: 
turns in the loop, I the current and A the 
area vector (Eq. 4.30). . t , a 

: i . . ,· I P 
The reseml:>lance of magnetic field lines 

for a bar magnet and a solenoid suggest that 
a bar magnet may be thought of as a large 
qumber of circulating curren!s in analogy 

: : ---- ·------ --'-----------®---- --- -- - · - -- - -- - -- -0-: -- - ---- . . 

. . 
:.-.r--- .- r -+----...... 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

.-----:2l ---r 
I 
I 

I (a) 

--------------+ 

---------- ----- - -- - - -- - -----+ 
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with a solenoid. Cutting a bar magnet in half 
is like c~tting a solenoid. We get two smaller 
solenoids with weaker magnetic properties. 
The field lines remain continuous, emerging 
from one face of the solenoid and entering 
into the other face. One can test this analogy 
by moving a small compass needle in the 
neighbourhood of a bar magnet and a 

B · cuuent-canying finite solenoid and noting 1 
that the deflections of the needle are similar 
in both cases. 
To make this analogy more firm ~~ 
calculate the axial field of a fmite solenot tri 

FIGURE 5 .4 Calcula tion of ~ TI1e axial field of a depicted in Fig. 5.4 (a). We shall demons
0
tra

1
~ ¾ 

finite solenoid in order to dem.911strate its similarity that at large distances this axial ie ~
1 to that of a bar magnet. M A magnetic needle , 
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in a uniform magnetic Held B. The resembles that of a bar magnet. . tsof , 
arrangement may be used to Let the solenoid of Fig. 5.4(a) conSI~ 

2
1 l,, 

determine either B or the magnetic ri turns per unit length. Let its len~;eid \ 
moment m of the needle. and radius a. We can·evaluate ¢.e run treO ~i 

fr mthecen i. at a point P, at a distance r O 
5 

cJxof ~-
of the solenoid. To do this, consider a circular element ofthic~~s. 1,et \1 
the solenoid at a distance xfrom its centre. It consists of n dx t rwe ~. 
/be 

th
e current in the solenoid. In Section 4.6 of the previous ch:Jt ~ooP· 111; 

have calculated the magnetic field on the axis of a circular c~ · · · -•'a! l\ 
F E · - · ·the cifcw 11 rom q. (4. I_3}, the magnitude of the field at point P due to 
element is 
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2 
p ndx I a 

.i a- ~ )% 
C>V - 21(r - x) + a 
. agnttude of the total field Is obtained by summlng over all Lhe 

roe Ill_ in other words by integtattng from x = _ l lox=+ l Thu ents . s, 
e1eJ11 2 I dx 

II n[a f 8::: .c9-- _, l(r -x}2 + a2)3;2 
2 . , . 

. 
5 

1ntegratlon can be done by trigonometric substitutions . This 
f}1i however, is not necessary for our purpose. Note that lhe range 

~ erc!s;;om - l to + l. Consider the far axial field of the solenoid , i.e., 
of ;, i d r >> l. Then the denominator is approximated by ,.aan . r" 31 3 

)2 + a2v2 ~ r w-x 
2 I 

µonla f dx 
B-~ and - 2 r _, 

µ nl 2la2 

= T~ (5.1) 

Note thaf the magnitude of the magnetic moment of the solenoid is, 
m= n(20 J(1ta2

) - (total number ·ofturns x current x cross~sectional 
area). 11ius, 

~~ - ) B=--3- (5.2 
41r r 

nus is also the far axial magnetic field of a bar magnet which one may 
btain experimentally. Thus, a bar magnet and a solenoid produce similar 

~agnetie fields. The magnetic moment pf a bar magnet is thus equal to 
the magnetic moment of an equivalent solenoid that produces the same 
magnetic field. · · . 

Some textbooks assign a magnetic charge (also called pole strength) 
+qmto the north pole and - qm to the south pole of a bar magnet of length 
21, and magnetic moment qm(2l). The field.strength due to qm at a distance 
rfrom it is givep by µ0qm/ 41t r2. The magnetic field due to the bar magnet 
is then obtained, both for the axial and the equatorial case, in a manner 
analogous to that of an electric dipole (Chapter 1). The method is simple 
and appealing. However, ~ etic monopoles do not exist, and we have 

~,.tc~ _.:...:,, .. ~--,;~~·~be~"'::11,~ ~ ·~ l»iiMilcl . . . -

avoid.lJ:::d this ap[J!g9;£1l.{!2!, ~fJ.at r.eqsoTJ~ 

5.2.3 _The dipole in a unifom1 rnagnetic field 
The pattern of iron filings, i.e., the magnetic field lines gives us an 
approximate. idea of the magnetic field B. We may at times be required to 
determine the magnitude ofB accurately. This is done by placing a small 
compass needle of known magnetic moment m and moment of inertia g 
~d allowing it to oscillate in the magnetic field. This arrangement is shown 
m F_ig. 5.4(b). 

The torque_ on the needle is [see Eq. (4.29)] , 
r=mx B (5.3) 
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In magnitude t = mB sin0 . - . 
H t t rt g torque and e is the anl:!"le between m and B 

ere, sreso n , 

1 
• 

. · J-" d II =-mBsln 0 
' t2 

Therefore, ln equtllbrlu ~ d = . 
Negative sign with mB sin0 implles that restoring torque is in oppostt.to 

to deflecting torque. For small values of 9 in radians, we approXilllat~ 

sin 0 :::: 0 and l:!"et 
d20 

.1-:::: -mB{} 
dt2 

ol ~ =- ~
0 I · - . · .· 

This represents a simple harmonic motto°:. The square of the anguiar 

frequency is ro 2 = mB/9 and the time period IS; · 

J T=2~{~ ] (5.4) 

4i2 .1 
B=--

or m T
2 

. - · · - (5.5) 

. An expression for magnetic potentia) energy can also. be obtained 

on lines similar to el~ctrostatic potential energy. 
· The mai!netic potential energy Um is given by 

um= f T(B)d0 

= fmBSinB = -mBcos0 
• I 

= -m•B (5.6) 

We have emphasised in Chapter 2 that the zero of potentiaj energy 

can be fixed at one's convenience. Taking the constant ofintegration_to 

be zero means fixing the zero ofpotential'energy at.0 = 902 , i.e., when the 

~ needle Js perpendicular to the field. Equation (5.6) shows .that potential 

energy is minimum (= -mB) at 0 = 02 (most stable position) and maximum 

(= +mB) at 0 = 1802 (most unstable position). 
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· ~le 5.2 A short bar magnet pl d ~;al field of 800 G experiences aa~e With its axis at 30~th an 
the magnetic moment of the magnet~of 0.016 N~ What Is 
moving it from its most stable t t Whal ls lhe workj.one In 
magnet is replaced by a solenol~ r::ros unstable poslllon'LJl!fThe bar 

d 1000 turns but of the cross-sectional area 2 x 10-i m2 
an · same magnetic t D · 
current flowing through the solenold, momen . elermlne the 

solution 
- (a) From Eq. (5.3), t = m B. sin e e _ 300 h 

' - , ence· sln0 = 1 /2. 
Thus, 0.016 = m x (800 x 10--4 T) x (l/

2
) 

m = 160 x 2/800 = 0.40 A m2 

(b) From Eq. (5.6). the inost stabl . . · 
unstable position is e = 1800 e position is 0 = 0° and the most 

W = Um(0 = 180°)-Um(0 == 0°) 
· Work done is given by - · · 

= 2 mB == ~ X 0.4:0 X 800 ·x-lQ--4 = 0.064 J 

(c) From Eq. (4.30), m = NIA From part ( ) 2 
s ,· · a , m s = 0.40 Am 

· · 0.40 = 1000 x Ix 2 x 10--4 
I = 0.40 x l~/(1000 x 2) = 2A 

Example 5.3 . 
a) What happens if a -bar mag t · · · · . . .. . . ne 1s cut mto two pieces: (i) transverse 

to its length, (n) along its length? · · 
.;,{ A _magnetised needle in a uniform. magnetic field experienc-~s a 
· torque but no net fiorce An · ail . . _ · iron n near a bar. magnet, }:lowever, 

. _ _/XPf:1-ences a force_ of .attraction in addition to a torque. Why? 
~ Must every magnetic conflguratiQn haye a noi;th pole and a south 
: , "1_le? What about the field due to a toroid? • . . · 
~ ~o ~dentical looking ir~n bars A and B. ar~ given, .one of which is 
.,, definitely known to be magnetised. (We do not know which one.) 

. How would one ascertain whether or riot both are-magnetised? lf 
only one is magnetised, how does one ascertain which one? [Use · 
nothing else_ but the bars A and B.] 

· Solution 
· (a) !neither case, one gets two magnets, each with a north and south 

pole. 
1 

(b) No force if the field is uniform. The iron nail experiences a non
•. .µnifoim field due to· the bar m!3-gnet. There is induced magnetic 

.. moment in the nail, therefore, it experiences both force and torque. 
The net force is attractive because the induced south pole (say) in 

- . the nail is closer to the north pole of magnet than induced north 
' .. pole. 

le) ,Not necessarily. True only if the source of the field has a net non
_zero magnetic moment. This is not so for a toroid or even for a 
straight infinite conductor. · 

(d) Try to bring different ends of the bars closer. A r~pulsive force in 
some situation establishes that both are magnetised. If it is always 
attractive, then one of them is not magnetised. In a bar magnet 
the intensity of ·the magnetic field is the strongest at the two ends 
(poles) and weakest at the central region. This fact may be used to 
determine wµether A or B ~s the magnet. In this case, to see which 179 
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one of the two bars ts a magnet, pick up one, (say, A) and Iowe . . ~ r on 
its ends; first on one of the ends of the other (say. B). and then one ~f 
middle of B. If you noUre U1at In the middle of B, A experience lhe 
force , then B ls magnetised. If you do not notice any chc1!1ge froms no 
end to Ule middle of B. U1e11 A Is mognctlsed. lhe 

5.2.4 The electrostatic analog 
Comparison of Eqs. (5.2), (5.3) and (5.6) ·with the correspondµig equa 
for electric dipole (Chapter 1). suggests that magnetic field at f0ns 
distances due to a bar magnet of magnetic moment m can be ob arge 
from the eq'-;Iatlon for electric field due to an electric dipole of dipole m~ect 
p, by making the following replacements: . rnent 

. 1 . µo 
E ➔B, ·p ➔ in, 41tl'. ➔ 41t 

0 

In particular, we canwrite down the equatorial field (BJ of a barmagn 
at a distance r. for r >> l, where l is the size of the magnet: et 

r: BE =-1$ I 
Likewise, the axial field (BA) of a bar magnet for r>>: Zis: 

B 
_ µ0 2m 

A- 41t r3 · 
. .J 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

Equation (5.8) is just Eq. (5.2) in the vector form. Table 5.1 summartses 
the analogy between electric and magnetic dipoles. 

. · .TABLE 5.i: THE PIPOLE 'ANALO~Y .. · ·· . .-, ~ ·. · 
. . 

. . 

1/e0 · µo '( 
/ 

Dipole.moment p m 
I . 

Equatorial Field for a short dipole -p/41te0r3 
- ~10 m / 41t r3 

Axial Field for a short dipole 2p/41te
0
r3

· µ0 2m / 41t r3 

External Field: torque .. pxE mxB ;+:"' 

External Field: Energy ' · -p·•E -m•B· _.•II ..,....,_ 
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~ pl~~-~-4 What is the magnitude of the equatorial and axial fle~4f! 
: .clue--~ •a b8.!'. ,magnet of length 5.0 cm at a distance of 50 cm from it& ' 

. _mid:-point? The magnetic moment of the bar magnet is 0.40 A m2
, the 

r . same ~ tp. Example 5.2. . ·• ·' 

~- ~lit~l~~ From Eq. (5.7) . .1 . , ,, 
1\ . 1f.-,;_ µom ..;. 10-7 x 0.4 10-7 x 0.4 
"'• D~-----.,,------
k~/ '·'.>+'>-47tr3 ,(0.5)3 - 0.125 =3.2 x l0~

7 T 
,ti..:.{ . • ,;1 

r ~ '"1 :.,. • ~ . .. 2· . ·, . .· , -. µ m ... 
t . • F,r4m liln (5 8) B = _o_ . 
~ ,

4L<""'f• ~ • ·1: AJ. 4 3 =6.4 x 10-7 T 
(h. . . . ~- • ' 1t r 
~ ~ ' -J ' .. • ,,., : _; 

\ 

( 
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pinple 5.5 Flgur~ 5.5 shows' a small . , 
a point 0. The arrow shows the direcuo magnetis~~ ~eedle P placed at 

· other arrows show different poslti ( n, of its magnetic moment. The 
-~ . ent) of another Identical maogns tiand orientations of the magnetic 

hi 'h fl ne sect needle g 
~ JP w c con guration the system Is no . . 
~')n which configuration is the 8 ste t in equilibrium? 

· .J:<!uilibrtum? y m in (t) s~ble, and (U) unstable 

Jpr Which configuration corresponds to th 1 , among a]) the configurations shown? e owest potential energy 

Q4. ~~ 
.

~·. ,~ --i - ..... ..... 
,, ' 

/ ' 
/ ' I \ 

I \ 
I \ 

I \ 

Q5 f -. 0 t p -. ~ Q3 : 
I Ql Q2 I 
\ I 
\ I 

\ I 
' I ' / 

' .... .... :...&.. ,, ,,/ 
- ·r --

Q6 
FIGURE 5.5 1 • 

, ·solution 
. .Potential energy of the configuration mises due to the potential energy of · 
one dipole (say._ Q) in the magnetic field due to other (P); Use the result ~ 

. that the field due to P is given by the expression (Eqs. (5. 7) and (51§'if:·- ·,., ~, 

B = _ µo mp 
• - _,P ·4n r3 

:: .. '.~ µ
0
2 mp 

B =-
. ~ - 4.1l' r3 

. (on th~ normal bisector). , 

(on the axis) 

: '·where mp is the magnetic moment of the dipole P. 
Equilibrium is stable when mg is parallel to BP, and unstable when it 

· is anti-para])el to BP. · 
_For instance fur the configuration Q3 for which Q is along t~e . 
perpendicular bisector of the dipole I;', the magnetic moment of Q is 
para])el to the magnetic field at the position 3. Hence Q3 is stable . 
.'.fhus, · 
(a) PQ1 and PQ2 

..(b) (i) PQ
3

, PQ
6 

(stable); (ii) PQ
5

, PQ
4 

(unstable) 

(c) PQ
6 

5.3 MAGNETISM AND GAuss's LAW 
In Chapter 1, we studied Gauss's law for electrostatics. In Fig 5.3(cl, we 
see that for a closed surface represented by(D. the number of lines leaving 
the surface is equal to the number of lines entering it. This is consistent 
With the fact that no net charge is enclosed by the surface. However, ~ 
the same figure, for the closed surface@, there is a net outward flux. since 
it does include a net (positive) charge. 

tt, . i . 
t"" 
llJ . 

Ul . 
Ul 
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Karl Friedrich Gauss 
(1777 - 1855) He wa~ a 
ch11d prodigy and was gifled 
in · mathematics, physics, 
engineering, astronomy 
and even land surveying. 
The properties of numpers 
fascinated him. and in his 
work he anticipated major 
mathematical deyelopment. 
of later times . .Along with 
WIihelm Weiser, he builUhe 
firs~ electric telegrgph Jn .,, . 
1833.. His mathematical 
theory of ·curved 'surface 

laid the foundation for the 
later. work of Riemann. 

The situation is radically dillerent for magn t 

which are continuous and form closed loops. E~c Ue418 , 

Gaussian surfaces represented by(D or® tn Ftg 5 lne lhe 
Fig, 5.3(b). Both cases visually demonstrate 0;3(a) or 

number of magnetic field lines leaving the surr: at the 
balanced by the number of lines entertng it. lb~e ts 

m netic ux ero or both t . es. This l~ t 

for any closed surface. 
8 tl'tte 

FIGURE 5 .6 

Consider a small vector area ele~ent AS of a closed 

· surface Sas in Fig. 5.6. The magnetic flux through 68 is 

defined as /1¢8 = B•AS, where Bis the field at AS. We divide 

S into many small area elements and calculate the 

indi':7idual flux through each. Then, the net flux ~
8 

is, 

¢B = L A¢B = LB AS = 0 
'all ' ' all ' 

(5.9) 

where 'all' stands for 'all area elements L\S'. Compare this 

with the Gauss's law of elec::trostatics. The flux through a closed surface 

in that case is given by 

_IE !1S = !I_ 
eo 

where q is the electric charge enclosed by the surface. 

The difference between the Gauss's law of ma netism and that for 
f F,....SW? ..... ~..,,-. ,..,11 r , . .~• I i'"JI. ~ ._.. --:----........ ~~~~~ 

electrostatics J!!.~~1:._.of the fact th~t !~ola1z~.!1!-~!,tic poles so 

called mono oles are not known to exist. There are no sources or sinks 

of B; e simpl~st ;;;_~_g~-~tic _~l~me~t is~_8:_j,!E(2!~or a current loop.,All 

magnetic p__[~no~ .eH~~ ~ be expl~_:d in term_s of ~ an~ement ! 
dipole§-and/ or current loops'. 

'rhus, 6 auss's law for magnetism is: 

The net 11;99,netic Jiux thr~!!!l!:...!!!2U. cl.'!.~~':s surface ~ z;ro. 
. . 

Aampie 5.6 Many of the diagrams given i~ Fig. 5. 7 show magnetic 

field lines (thick lines in the figure) wrongly. Point out what is wrong. 

with them.- Some of them may descdbe electrostatic field lines correctly. 

Point out which ones. 
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' ~7,.- :.. . 

, c; :: ~ ~ -. •. -~~):if~~? 

· {a) Wrong. Magnetic field lines can never emanate from a point; as 

shown- in figure. Over any dosed surface, the net flux of B must 

always be zero, i.e., pictorially as many field lines shou"id seem to · 

enter the surface as the number of lines leaving it. The field lines 

shown, in fact, represent electric field of a long pos~tively· charged 

~re. The correct magnetic field lines are circling the straight j·> 

·conductor, as described in Chapter 4. . 
~.,. .. .. . 
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(b) Wrong. Magnetic field line~ (like ele~trtc field lines) can_.never 
each other, because bthenvise the ~irection of field a.t the Po cross 
intersection is ambigu,ous. There is further error in the flint o'r 
Magnetostatldleld lines can never form closeq loops arou d g1.1re . 
. space.' A closed loop ·o_f"statlc magnetic ~eld line must ~cf:1Pty 
region across which a current is passing. By contrast, electro ~e a 

• field lines ,can never form··close_d l6op~, neither in empty 
8

8fatte 
nor when the loop encfoses ch~ges. Pace, 

(c) ·Rtght. Magnetic lines are completely confined .Within a tor 
• . · . Nothing wrong. here in;tleld. lines forming closed loops, stnc 0 td. 
1_ : t 1: loop' encloses a region acrQSS .which a_ current passes. No~eeach. 

clarity of figur"'e' only a few field lines within the toroid hav b, for 
. , . 1 d e e- , . .:sho~. Actually, the entir~ region enc ose by the Wlndtn~, • 

., · · contains magnetic· field. gs 
'-· (d) ,Wrong. Field lines·due to a solenoid ·at its ends and outside 'cann 
t · . be: so · completely straight and confined: · such a thing Viol ot 

· · · • uld · t t b th ates . Ampe~·s law ... The lines sho :.curve ,ou a o ends, and Ille 
eventually to form closed lopps_. · . et 

· (e) ·mght. Toese·.are fielcl'~es out~ide and inside a bar magnet, Note 
carefully the direction of field lirt~s inside: Not all field lines emanate 

· · . ·· out of a north pole (or converge into a south pole). Around both . 
the N-J?ole, and the S-pole, the net flux of the field is zero. _ 

· (f) :. Wrong. These. field lines cannot possibly represent a magnetic field 
. . · , Look at the upper regtop.. ~ the field lines seem to· emanate out of 

the shaded plate. The net flux through a surface surrounding the · 
shaded plate is ,not zero. This is impossible for a magnetic field. 
Toe· given field ·lines, in . fact, show the electrostatic fiel~ -lines 
around a positively charged upper plate and a ·negatively charged · 
Io:~ver plate., -:pie difference b~tween Fig. (5. 7(e) and (f)) should be 
carefully ·grasped.· . . · 

(g) Wrongi Magnetic .. field_ lin~s between two po~e ·pieces· ~annot be· 
precisely _straight .at the ends. Some fringing of.lines is, tnev;table. 
Ot;herwtse,' Ampere's:-law is violated. This is also true for-electric 

· fteltf:itnes.: · ; 1 ' · ' • , 

·-.~~ • • .. ... _: ·'y ; ..,. •• , • • • ·.1 • • ·~ • '~ 

~~!:field ~L s~~ the~irectioll (at every polllt) Wo~ w:_ 
· a 'small n1MJletised needle aligns (at the point). Do the magnetic.. 

·' · 'f~eld 'lines, also r epresent the lines of force on a moving charged . 
flartlcle at every point? .• 

...,tr>) Magnetic field .lines can be entire~y confined within the cor~ of a 
toroid, but n!)t within a straight solenoid. Why? 

,.,;,{ If magnetic monopoles existed, how would the . Gauss's ~aw of 
.)Ilagnetism be modified? . 

_.it' Does a··'bar magnet exert a torque on itself due to its own field? 
Does one element of a current-carrying Wire exert a force ·on another • 

pement of the same wire? · · · 

~ :~ ~gJJ.tt;ic field arises due to charges in motion. Can a system have 
, · · ma~etic moments even·though its net charge is zero? · 

olution 
·.) No. -The. magnetic force ·is always normal to B (remember magnetic 

force = 'qv x B). It is misleading to call magnetic field lines as·lineS 
of force. · 

◄ 
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I.>) Jf fleld Unes were enUrely con flncd between two ends of u slraJghl 
( solenoid, the flux throu~ i the cross-section al each end would be 

non-zero. But the flux _oJ lleld B through a n_v c losed s urface rnusl 
}ways be zero. For a toroid . lhls d llTtcul ty Is absen t hcca11sc ll 

~as no ·ends'. 
a auss·s Jaw of magn e tis m stales lhal the fl ux of B throu"°1 nny 

(c) 
cJoscd surface Is always zero f s B•6s = o . 

If monopoles existed , the righ t hand s ide would be equal to the 
-monopole (magnetic cha rge) q,,. e n closed by S. [An a logous to 

Ga uss's ia w of e lectrostatics, fse•~s = p0 qm where q m Is th e 

(monopole) magnetic charge enclosed by S .) 

No There Is no force or. torque on an element due to the field 
(dJ r~duced by that element itself. But' there is a force (or torque) on 

~n element of the same wire. (For the special case of a straight 

wire. this force is zero ) 
(e) Yes. The average of the charge in the system may be z~ro. Yet ,. the 

rnean of th~ m agnetic moments due to various cm:rent loops may 
not be zero. We will come ?cross such e~amples ~n connection 
with paramagne,ti.c material where atoms have ~et dipole mo~ent 

. through their net charge is zero. 

5.4 THE EARTH'S MAGNETISM 

M atter 

p;arlier we have referred to the magnetic field of the earth. The strength of 
the ~arth's magnetic field varies from place to place on the earth's surface; 
·ts value being of the order of I 0-5 T. . . 
1 

What causes the earth to have-n'.Thagnetic field is not clear. Originally 
the magnetic field was thought of as arising from a giant bar magnet 
placed approximately along the axis of rotation of the earth ~d deep in 

the interior. However, this simplistic picture is cert~y not correct. The 

magneti_<; ~!2 is r ow th~ugh! to aiis~3 to ~~ctri~ cu~ en~ roduced 
by convective. m..Qti-2!1 9f 111e~allic_ fl~ d~~onsisting mostlY. of molten• 
iron· and nickel) in the outer core of the earth. This is kri'own-as the 
.-... t,dJlltf-.:A ~ ~-;.,:,;,-...,:- .;..~~~ ~ _ ..._ • 

dynamo effect. . 
The magnetic field lines of the earth resemble that of a {hypothetical) 

magnetic dipole located at the centre of the earth. The axis of the dipole 

does not coincide with the axis of rotation of the earth but is .,eres~ ntlr_ 

titled ~X approximately J J .3° with ... ~e~I?ect to ~ er. In this way oflooking 
at 1'f.-the magnetic poles are located where the magnetic field lines due to 

~e dipole enter or le&ve the earth. T.lie 1~ 1:io~!£1e~ ~~ m~ etic £?le 
1s at a latitude of 79. 7 4 ° N and a longitude of 71. 8° W, a p lace somewhere 
in n~ Canad~ ... The ID:agnetic south poi"~ i~ 79. 7 4 ° s, I 08.22° E in the . 
Antarctica. • ~ ·- . -_The pole near the geographic north pole of the earth is called the north 

magnetic pple. Likewise, the pole near the geograp11ic south pole is called 

PHYSICS , 
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h magnetic pole. 'There ls some conf usto 

the soutl t of the poles. If one looks at th n In lhe 
nomenc a ure 
field lines of the earth ( 

sg 

ole ol a magneEic 
~ magnet was so named as was the north or 

l rri..us In reall , the north ma po e. 111 , t 
FIGURE 5 .8 The earlh as a giant 

magnetic dipole. 

' "~"--e south pole of a bar m agn~ uKeu1 _ - <lnq 
vice versa. 

C: 
\ 0 

\ :g 
\ ~ 

\ i1) 

\ 0 
N 

~pie 5 _8 The e~'s magnetic field at ~e equator ls approx:fmateJy-
0.4 G. Estimate the earth's dipole momen · · 

. . E (5 7) the equatotial magnetic field is. • Solution From q. • • . 

. µom 
,. BE=--3 

. _,. 41tr . 
I :v{e' are, given !hat ~E ~ -0.4 G = .4 X 1 o-5-T. For r, we take the radius of 

, the earth 6.4_ x 10 m: Hence, 
t .. [Y~.~ .- ~ 

~ 1~)3 ' } , . .',~ 4xl0. x(6.4 x -4 , 102x (6.4 x 106)3 (µ·o/41t = 10-1) t,• ffi ·- - X 
r · . · ., ·Jlo I 41t . . 
. . '· . . · ·=. 1.05 x 1023 A m2 

, ,, . . .., 22 2 · 
'Ilns is close to the value 8 x 10 A m _quoted m geomagnetic texts . 

. • ··}; ... . ·, 

5.4.1 Magnetic declination and dip 
Consider a point on the earth's surface. At such a point, the direction of. 
the longitude circle determines the geographic north-south direction, the 

True North 

line of longitude towards the north pole being the direction of 
true north .. The vertical plane containing~.Q.Ogj.J de circle 

\ 
s 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

and ,1}1,;.,~~it~~~~ii.?~ ~1i_e e~ is c~ edz21;_9eograp u: 
meridian. In a similar way, one can define magnetic m.eridiarr-
oT ~ -place as the vertical plane which passes through the 
imaginary line joining the magnetic north and the south poles. 
This plane would intersect the surface of the earth in a 
longitude like circle. A magnetic needle, ~hich is free to swing : 
horizontally, would then lie in the magnetic meridian and the 
north pole of the needle would point towards the magnetic 
north pole. Since the line joining the magnetic poles is titled 
with respect to the geographic axis of the earth, the magnetic -meridi~ ... at_~ 1?~1!.!!... ~ -~es an~l~ ;Vi!:!} the geographic melidi:11· 
Tfiis71:lien, 1s the angle between the true geographic north and FIGURE 5 .9 A magneLic needle 

free to move in horizontal plane, 
points toward the magnetic 

north-south 

186 direction . 

the north shown by a compass needle. This angle is called the 
rruy}_~ d~~<il!P~ or ~imply ~e<;~ n (Fig. 5.9). 

The declination is greater at higher latitudes and smaller , 
near the ~q~a~r. The declination~in Indfa is smal1,*if75emg 

< 
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, £ al D~ and 0058' W at MumbaJ. Thus, at bolh lhese places a 
~"tic needle shows the true north quJle accurately 

rr19t:re 1s one more quanUty df interest. If a magnetic ~eedle Is perfecUy 

· ced about a horizontal axis so that It can swing In a plane of lhe 

IJf)l~etic meridian, the needle would make an angle with lhe horizon Lal 

r11[l/:! r; tO}. This is known as lhe an9l~ of dlp (also known as LncllnatlonJ. 
(fl~· · di 1s the an le that the tot a] ma neUc field B . of the earlh makes 
1w1:-- • surface of lhe earth. Figure 5 .11 shows the magne c me an 

,1, f)tC • • ..r. 
~a point P on the Sw iace of the earth. The plane Is a sectJon through 
pJane at The total magneUc field at P 

t11e eai:1~esolved into a horizontal . 

can bonent HE and a vertical 
coI11.P nentZg· Toe angle that~ makes 
c0J11pO I the angle of dip. I. 
,vith fft s 

FIGURE 5 .10 The circle is a 
section through the earth 
containing the magn~tic 

- meridian. The angle between BE 
and the horizontal component 

HE is the angle of dip. 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
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I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

FIGURE 5 . 11 The earth's 
magnetic field, BE' its horizontal 
and vertical components, HE and 

ZE. Also shown are the 
declination, D and the 

inclination or angle of dip, I . 

. Jn most of the north~!!!-1!.eJE-i~ here, the north pble of the dip needle 

filts downwards. Likewise in most of the southern hemisphere. the south 

pole of the dip needle tilts downwards. 
-To deseribe the magnetic field of the earth at a point on its surface, we 

need to specify three quantities, viz., the declination D, the angle of dip or 

the.inclination I and the horizontal component of the earth's field HE. These 

·are known as the element of the earth's magnetic.field. 

Representing theverticle· component by ZE, we ·11ave · 

ZE=BEsinl 

HE= BEcosl . 

, · which gives, 

[5. lO(a)] 

[5. lO(b)] 

► 

~ 
(~ 

[5. lO(c)] 187 
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[ Mifuw~ · aN•J 
A dl hi h 0oals on a pivotal point. Wh compass needle consists of a magnetic nee e w c en Lhe 
compass ls held level. it points along the direction of the horizontal comp~nent of the earth's 
magnetic field at the loca tion. Thus. the compass needle wdould sittay f ong thte magneuc 

• tl th there are epos s o magne tc mm meridian of the place. Irt some places on 1e ear d Kn . . eraJs 
which cause the compass needle to deviate {rom the magnetic meri Ian, th

0 w:i1:1g lhe magneUc 
declination at a place allows us to correct ilie compass to determine e irecUon of lrue 
north. 

315 

270 W 

225 

N 

i 

·1so 

compass face 

free-floating needle 
that lines up with 
m~etlc north (Nml 

J/ 
So what happens if we take our compass to the magnetic pole? At the poles, the magnetic 

field lines are converging or diverging vertically so iliat the horizontal component is negligible. 
If the needl · able of inovin in a hmizontal plane, it can point along any direction 
rendering it useless as a di.rec.ti.on finder . What one nee s in such a case 1s a p neea~ 
whicfi i s a com ass_ ivoted to move in a vertical plane containin~ the magnetic' field 'or the 
earth. The needle o e compass .en ~ . s e ?J1 .e.w ~ magnetl~ field Illa.IRS• 
th~ vertical. At the magnetic poles such a needle will point straight down. 
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1<1Q1,1lvh' \ ti 
,fopte . 5.9 In the magnetic ~eridian of a c~rtain- place:-the 

horizontal compont nt of the earth's magnetic field is 0.26G and the 
dip angle is 60°. What is .the magnetic field of the earth at this location? 

Solution 
It is given that HE= 0.26 G. From Fig. 5.11, we have 

-cos60° = HE 
BE 

8 = HE 
E cos60° 

0.26 
= (l/ 2) = 0.52G 

t
t 
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t be assu med lhal lherc Is a gl b 
It r11ust no eruih's magneUc field. AIU10 r nnt _ur mogncl deep tnsldP Lhe earth which Is 

caosLng t.he nUkely lhat a large solid bl u:h lhc, o a re large <.lcposll s of Iron Inside lhe ear1 h. 

1t 1s }1lghlY u , sou U1 pole. The eartl . .oc_ of Lron slrel ches fro m Lhe rnagneuc north pole lo 

we rnagneUc nsible for earth' , s co1 c is very hol and molten, and the Jons of Jron and_ 

lc}{el are respo 
I 

h s ma netism . Thts hypoU1.esls seems very probable. Moon. 
fl no mo ten core, a s no ma net Id · - d 

1 c as Id h1l J , Venus has a slower rale of rotation, an a 
w ~er rna e c e · w e u iter which has lhe a · laUon rate among planets. h 2,.s 

wfaif y s ong maf{etic field. However, th e precise mode of lhese circulating currenls and 
11

1
eefiergy neede O suStaln them are not veiy well understood . These are several open 

tJ uesttons which form an imp?rtant area of continuing research. 
q The variation of lhe earth s magnetic field With position is also an interesting area of 

tudY· char§ed 2art1cles ~mitted b¥ the s .. un ~.t,.owards the earth and beyond, Ln a streaJl! 

~ed tfie so ar ~d. Their ~ otion is affected b the earth1s ma = · c field and tum th . 

aJTeC!ine pafiem of the earths magnetic eld. The pattern of magnetic field near the poles is 

-1e ditlerent from tha t in other ~egions of the earth. -

qUl 'fhe variation of earth's magnetic field With time is no less fascinating. There are short 

rm variations taking place over ce·nturtes and long term variations taking place over a 

te •octofamillionyears. Inaspanof240 ears from 1580to 1820AD, overwhichrecords 

pen available, the ma netic ec · ation ·a London has een . oun to c an e b 3.5°, 
are . . . th al 
50

gges at ema e ,c o es 1 e e c an e ositionwith · . Ou, esc e 

of a rni ·on ears, the earths magnetic fields has been found to reverse its direction; B~ 
contaills iron. and as 1s erm e unn vo came ac vi . e 7ftll~ iron magnets ms1de it 

aligII themselve~ parallel to the m~~tic field at th.at place as the basalt cools and soli~es. 

Geological studies of basalt contauung such ieces of ma n etised re io ve r d 

or e c;hangf of dirS;.cti..o~ 's ma e ·c eld: several times in ast. 

5.5 MAGNETISATION_ AND MAGNETIC INTENSITY 

'The earth abounds with a bewildering variety of elements and compounds. 

In addition, we have been synthesising new alloys. compounds and even 

elem~nts. One .would li)ce to classify the magnetic properties of these 

substances. In the present section, we define and explain certain terms 

which will help us to cany out this exercise. . 

we have seen that a circulating elec;tron in an atom has a magnetic 

moment. In a bulk material, these moments add up vectorially and they 

can give a net magnetic moment which is non-zero. We define 

. magnetisation M of a sample to be equal to its net magnetic moment per 

unit volume: 

[ M= m~• I (5.11) 

Mis a vector with dimensions V! A _and is measured in a units of Am- 1
• 

Consider a long solenoid of n turns per unit length and carrying a 

current I. The magnetic field in the in terior of the s olenoid was shown to 
be given by · 189 
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~Bo= ~•o nJ / (5,12) 

If the interior of the solenoid Is filled with a material With non-ze 

ti ti th fl Id Inside the solenoid will be greater than 8 ro 
magne sa on, e. e er l'h 
net B field In the interior of the solenoid may be expressed as e 

\ B =Bo+ Bm \ (5. 13 

wfiere B ts the field contributed by the material core. It turns out th ) 

this additional field Bm ts proportional to the magnetisation P.f of t~ 

mate[i~ and jjxpressed as 

[ B = µ M (5 l 
m 

O t ( nnil:tlvity of vacuum) that · 41 
where µ ts the same constan pe appear 

o s~ 
Btot-Savart's law. 

It is convenient to Introduce another vector field H, called the ~11€tJc 

intensity, which is defined by ~ 
-- ' - -----

8 . 
H=--M (5,15) 

ere H has· the same dimensions as M· and is measured in units of A rn-1 

Thus, the total magnetic field Bis written as 

(i=;:~~ . . (5.16) 

We repeat our defining procedure. We have partitioned the contribution 

to the total magnetic field inside the sample into two parts: one, due to 

external factors such as the current in the solenoid. This is represented 

by H. The other is d~e to the specific nature of the magnetic material 

namely M. The latter quantity can be influenced by external factors, 1¼ 
· ence is mathematically expressed as 

(5.17) 

where x, a dimensionless quantity, is appropriately called the magnetic 

suscep tibility. It is a measure of how a magnetic material responds toan 

external field. T~ble 5.2 lists x for some elements. It is small and positive 

for materials. Which are called p~~ ':!-!_tic, It is• SITizal!. and negative fo~ 

materials, which-are termed diamagnetic. In the latter case Mand Hare 

opposite in direction. From Eqs.15':'n~r and (5.17) we obtain, 

r_e = Jlo(l + z)H] (5.18) 

, = µOprH 

~ (5.19) 

wher µr =· 1 + X, is a d1!11~1:!~?.~~! quanti~ called the relative mag~tic 

erme o e substance. It is the analog of the dielectricconstantin 

electrostatics. The magnetic permeability~{ihe sub stance isµ and it has 

the same dimensions and units as µ · 

l ~. = µOµr = µo ( 1-;xl . 0' 

~e three 9.,uantities X, µr and µ are interrelated and only onL.of 
them IS indt!pendent. Given one, the other two may be easily determined, 

.,. -



c\''l C\1 Or-lfl 

.131s111\Jth 

copper 
. d 

piaJJlOfl 

oold 

1,t'ad 

rvtercurY 
Nitrogen (STP) 

5i1ver 

5iJicOfl 

. . . 
• t I 

- 1.66 X 10@ 

- 9 .8 X 10--0 

- 2.2 X 10@ 

- 3 .6 X 10~ 

-1.7 X l<i!J 

-2.9 X 10@ 

-5.0 X ·10--9 

-2.6 X 10© 

-4.2 X 10-6 

Alumlnlum 

Caklum 

✓chromium 
Lithium 

Magnesium 

Niobium 

Oxygen {STP) 

✓Flatinum 
Tungsten 

pie 5.10 A solenoid has a core of a material with reJative 

:::cabllity 400. The wtndings of the solenoid are insulated from the 

pe and carry a_ Ctp'ent...¢ ~~ If the number of turns ls 1:000 per 

~;;:re, _calc~ate~I~JPY'M,~ Band (_dl the magnetising current Im. 

s olution -
(a) The field His dependent of the material of the core, and is 

H = nl = 1000 x 2.0 = 2 xl03 A/ m. 
(b) n 1e magnetic field B is given. by 

B=µ~'oH . . . 
= 400 X 47! x10-7 (N/A2

) X 2 X 103 (A/m) 

;:: I.OT 
(cl Magnetisation is given by 

·M = (B- f.lo HJ/ µo • , 

= (µrµ O H-.i.10 H)/µ0 = (µr - -l)H= 399-x H 
. = 8 x 105 A/m _ _ . 

(d) The magnetising current. I~ is the additional current that needs 

to be passed through llie windings of the solenoid in the absence 

of U1c core which wouJd •give a B value as in the presence o(. the ~ 

core. ·,fhus B = µ r n0 (I+ IM). Using I= 2A, B = l T, we get IM= 794 A 

5.6 MAGNETIC, PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS 

The discussion in the previous section helps us to classify materials as 

~etic, paramagnetic or ferromagnetic. In terms of the susceptibility 

x, a material is diamagnetic if x is__neg~tive,_para-_if x ·is positive and 

small, andlerro- if X is large and positive. 
A glan ce a t' Ta b le 5 .3 g ives one- a b e tter feeling for these 

materials. Here ::: is a small pos itive number introduced to quantify 

paramagnetic nia.Terials ·: ·'l'J'ext.7"°we describe these materials in some 
detail. ' 

-

2 .3 X 10@ • 

1.9 X l o© 

2 .7 X }(r 

2 .1 X to© 
1.2 X l o@ 

2 .6 X to© 
2.1 X 10~ 

2.9 X 10""4 

6.8 X l o® 
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-1 ~ X < 0 

0 ~ ~Ir < J 

[?< Jlo 1 

TABLE 5.3 

o < x< 6 

l<pr < l+ c 

[ JI > µo 1 

X >> I 

5.6 .1 Diamagnetism 
ti b tances are those which have tendenc to mov f 

Diamagne c su s ti fj I e rol'h 
t th aker art O e extern ma e c e . n ot er,... •q 

stron er o ewe i . vvor 
rrnr:gnet a rac s me a s e ron, 1t would re s, 

u e e wa Pel a 
diamagnetic substance. . ~ 

Figure 5_ 12ta) shows a bar of diamagnetic material placed in an exte 
magnetic field. The field lines are repelled or expelled 3:Ild the field in~ 
the material is reduced. In moSt caseS, as eis evident froll1 
Table 5.2 this reduction is slight. em one art m 10 · When pla~ 
non-uruf~rmmagne ·c e , e ~will tend_to~ovefromhigh tolowfield~ 

The simplest explanation for diamagnetism is as follows. Electrons . 
an atom orbiting around nucleus possess orbital ang~lar momentu: 

(a) These orbiting electrons are equivale~t to curr~nt-carrymg loop and thu~ 
. possess orbital magnetic moment. D1~agnetic s~bstances are the ones 
~ in which resultant ma etic moment man atom 1s zero. When magneu 
~ - field 18 app e , ose e ectrons avlng orbit magnetic moment in th' 
;_ · J ::; same direction slow down and those _in the opposite ~ectio~ speed up~ 
· This happens due to induced current m accorqance with Lenz s le_wwhich 

lb) you will study in Chapter 6. Thus, the substance dev~lops a net magnetic 
FIGURE 

5
_ 1

2 
moment ·in direction opposite to that of the applied field cL'1d hence 

Behaviour · of repulsion. • 
magnetic (ieid lines Some diamagnetic materials are bismuth, copper. lead, silicon 

/ nem a 
~}diamagnetic. 
,.U6J paramagnetic 

substance. 
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nitrogen (at STP), ~er and sodi~m s_.}!!o~e. Diamagiietismis Present 
in all the substances. How~~~j_§..§O w~a!c.in most cases that it 

_g~fillted 6y_9.th~r effects l~~J>ar~ m . ferroma netism. etc.'" 
· 

11 he m~st-exotic diamagn~tic ~ateri~s are superconduc ors. se 
are mffis~ c~?]~ej}~~~t~es whfch- exh_!pits b6 th perfect 
conductiviflj anp :P.!f!e§i 'c[~ ne~ m. ft ere the field lines are comptm!y 
expe'rredl x = -1 ruictf µr = Oi A superconduct~r repels a magnet anct(by 
Newton's third law) is-fepeTied by the magnet.1:he p~nomenon of perfect 

diam<}&netism_ ~ -~~.P~f~2~%!Q!',S ~- <;ajl~? Qi_!]weissner ejfeci, aiter the 
name_ of ~ts di~covere~. ~s -~,P.~f~O~?~ct~~~ 1?.~~~ can be gainfu!)Y 
exploited m vanety of situations, for example, for running magnetically 
levitated superfast trains. 

5.6.2 Paramagnetism 

· Param~gnetic substances are those which get weakly magnetised w2;n 
P1g,~ed man extem:11 magnetic field. They havetenctency to move lr~ a 
rw_on oF ~~ ~ I\etic field to strong magnetic fi~ld, i.e., they get weakly 
attracted to a magnet. ·' --- aall!-- . -- . 
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. clivtdual.atoms (or lo~ or molecules) q( a: paramagnetic material 
'[11~ ~ perJllanent magnetlc dipole moment·~f thetr own. On account 

~se98 ~ des8 random thermal motion of the atoms, no net magne tisation . ' 

~tJle~ re~ence ol an enem a! fl~id.B0. ~ ch 1s s trong enougb. , 

19 5
e~Il· VI temperatures, the indivtdual ~~omtc 9Jpole moment can b~ .. · 

· . $at_ l':ugil'and point in the same direoU~!} as B0e; }:lgyre 5 .12(b) shows 

f1l11de to arainagnettc ~atert~ p_l_aced 1I}: ~ .~en:utl ~eld. The field lines 
. . ba.f of P trated tnside Qle matertal, arid· th'? field II\f}ide t13 enhanced. In 

_' .' ;ets c<>Il~: as ts evident fro~ Table 5 .2, ~s enhanc·ement is slight. ~g 
fllost~ ~ 1o5, W)len placedln a ~on~~orro magnetl? ~leld , the bar, 

0~art to'iiiove from weak field to str0ng . .-· : . · _ 
· ;:nrtende aramagnettc· ma~ertals are aluminium, s_2dt;um, calcium, 
. ·s0111 at~) and copper·chlo_rtde. ~erµnentally, one finds that Hfe .. 
O~ri of a ~ar~agriedc matertal 1s_inver~~l}' proportional to the . 

IJlg.gn· t tlmperature T, . . . . . . 

•~ B~] • . · . . · •. . . [5.20(all 

or e:;;y, using E9-s. (5.12) and (5: 17J . . , • . ' · 

~ Yo .. -I . . . ·., . . . . . . . . . [5~~(b11 

~ wir as Curie's law, .after. its discoverer Pieree Curie -(1859- • . 

-~~: ~oristru.it C is called Curie's constant. Thus, for a ~aramagnetic_ 
i906erl) a1· _.both .., and , µ depend not only on the matenal, but also 
wat ·"' .r f ld 

:. · ·simpl~· fashion) on. the . sample _temperature._ ~s the ie is 

_. (in c!sed ·or·th~ _temperature is !o:wered, the magnetisation increases until 

-111 eaches Jhe -_saturatlon value M5, at which point all the dipoles ~e 
.1~ ifectly all@~ ~th the.field. Beyond this, Curie'& _law [Eq. (5.2~)] is_ no 
~ . alid - .. . ,. . . • 

. Jonger-v . ~ ,.'.• · · . . ·· · · · · :.' ·· . -· 
. . . ·, I . . ·. ; ; . . . . - . ' • • . . 

5;6 .. 3 Fe:rto~1~:agnetisill ' 

-F~magnefi~:~l,lbstances are those which_gets stronglv-magpetised wh~n 

placed m:ag ~~h,_l~c3:.gµ~~F}J!ld. They have strong tendency to move 
:, from a_regio'.fi of weak magnetic field to strong magnetic field, i.e., they get 

'·: str~ngiv;~te_dJo__s!__w.-~et. - . · · . _ _ . • -
·. · , ... 11te individual atoms (or ions or molecules) in a ferrom~etic_mat61ial . 

. • pq~sess ~-dipole ·moment as in a paramagnetic ma:tertal. ·~owever, th~y .. : ·'. 

;:_. ~ ~ract _witp_. orie ~other in such a ~y that_,~~~ e_o1;1sly aji@ ~ · 
·-.. _-f:!,iemssJve~ ~ -~a· COillP.-.OE _d!!~,';.ti..~!: oy~~---~E.1~fl~~J'U19_voh1me~t:all.¢g- .' 
, __ :·.:·domam .. :TI1e .¢xplanation of this cooperative .,effe~t r~qVk~~~:9.uant~:rh_ ... . 
·_ ·:II_lecii~cs and :is beyond the scope of this textboqlt a. -. d. Hia.in ~as a ·. · 

~;·:n~a?Bretis!~~ ~-~S~ .. ~om.~ ~ize r~ Iprm ~ ci·- _- ._·. ·.--, . ain:_contafira · · . .. ;.~ . 

(0 
00 
~ 

(a) 

, 
r 

<.- about ·~o, 1 
~fo~ s_..In ~e Iii-st instant, th~magil~ -.. ·:-:. , > e~,~~~m!Y ' . -(b) . . 

. lron:rdoI?:~ ~o cto~am and there is n~ b~ mag~~~:~ 5. is shown . · :Figx,RE 5_13 · ,·.• · 

· ·)n fig.. :_~.:l~(a)._~~n_we a~ply ~ exte~al ma~~~ttc-~~lg~~ Jb t d~maiIJ:s ·. -;~ .. ~d~~-ly : , 

'.: _ _- <>.11en~_,:tbf~.selv~s _irf _the direction of B0 aQ~ snnhl~~o~J,y,.~~-q?m~ ~ 0 ~ d.oll13:ills; . -
·._o~~!}ted JI:1 fhe direction ofB0 grow in ~~~:-1'.bi,s-e,4s1!en~.~ tif·. ·, · ·_ · · an / .-.... · ed· d@.ains._.: 

·. !!,\err motiop .in Bg. are not specula~ ij :n<; ·. . . · o e · _ _' flM. r:~ --:"i i:::·~-..~-~ _ . ;: ··~. , · · . : .. . 
m1c -- ~ ~ --i-:=1-- ..... ,. •.I\:~.-. ..... - • .. ,,.r1 ::~. •:ri;1

 
• .... ~ JP3 ,. 

..,___ f0S~9JZ.~, e!~~~!~nK in(.~.~i~~~-::.:~¥i3J?:cm J_ · ere · ··:?~:~r~-~ . _ ':'•/"~ ~· • . ' 
' · . . · • . · ,."~<:!•~·-~;l:<'l_ 1·~- ;lc'.'°'._~; .• · /··'-·~~:;i.Jff~ ·; ! -'- ~ 

- -\·;1:f.!:4.:,,_;;.;_/;. ··: .. _.~---~-.. . . ( t(~.~~~~- ..... ,..--.. -~ _..;~ . -· ·r . 

' 
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ferromagnetic subs tance of sapwJes. This motion of suspension 

observed. Figure 5. J 2(bJ shows "lhe sJtua~Jon ~hen the dornatn~ari be 

aJigned and amalgamated to form a single giant domain. · have 

Thus In a ferromagnetic material the field lines ar 

' 
e h1 

concentrated. In non-unJfom1 magneUc field, the sample tends to ghly 

towards the region of high field. We may wonder as to what h Olove 

when the external field Is removed. In some f erromagnetJc mat apPen8 

n;agnetisatlon persists. Such materials are called hard magneuc eriaJs the 

· or hardferrom.agnets. Alnico, ao alloy of 1!2!1· aluminium, nick:aterfals 

anq :o~1,er, is one-such matertaT."T'he natural~ occurring Wqe '/~~alt 

anotlier. uch materials form permanent magne to be used arn ~ e ls 

things as a compass needle. On the .other hand, there is /ng 0ther 

ferromagnetic materials in which the magnetisation disappears O 
class of 

of the external field. Soft iron is one..su~.h z:nf;lt~riq.]:·Appropnatel; ~flnovai 

such materials are called softferromagnetzc_materials. There are · oug1i, 

of elements, which are f errom,agnetic: l!:2!1, C.2£,alt, nickei, ga~ ~i~';!ber 

etc. The relative magnetic permeability is > 1000! - ~rn. 

The tffiomagnetic property depends on temperature. J\t hi!!h en~. 

t~n:1g_erature. a ferromagnet becomes a paramam et. The do~l!gh 

d1smtegrates.\Vlth. temperature. This disappearance of magnc:Usat ~ct~e · 

temperature is.gradual,;.Itis.a phase transition reminding us 01 1 h(·
1
,
00 ~th 

of a solid crystal. The temperature of transition from ferro ~ 

paramagnetism is called the Curie temperature T . T bmal gneuc to 

th C . 
c a e 5 4 1· 

e une temperature of certain ferromagnets Th · 1sts 

b 
· e suscept"b 

, a ove the Curie temperature, i.e., in the paramagn t· 
1 ility 

described by, 
e IC Phase is 

C 
X = T-T (T > J;; ) 

C 

(5.21) 

.~ . TAB~t ~.4 CURIE TEMPERATURE Tc OF SOME 

FEQaOMAGNETIC MATERIALS 
. ..... )f . 

'I 

. ' Tc (K) 

Cobalt 

Iron 

1394 -

re203 

1043 

893 

Nickel 

GadoJ,inium 
631 

-. . - 317 

~le 5.11 A do1nain in fi --- • . . ... .,, l 
of side length lµrn. Estimat e;omagnetic iron is in the form of a cube.,... 

and the maxlmwn possibl/d. \number of iron atoms in the domain 

. ~omain. The molecular m tpofe· moment and marrnetisation of the 

1s 7 g ; 3 ass o 1ro · 5 c. 

. · g cm · Assume tha t h n 18 5 g/mole and its density 

of 9.27x 10-24 A m2 eac iron a tom has a di I t 

. 
po e mome~ J 

d 
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tlon The volume of the cubic donioln 1 
50111 O..o rd'= 1o· •e ru:i"" 1 o - 12 cm:i s 
1/ :s (l 55 15 volume x density = 7 .9 g cm-3 >< 10 12 • ~ , 

!lS JTla ven Lhal Avagadro number (6.023 >< 102,1 cm = 7 ,9 x I 0-
1
:i g 

Jl 15 gl f 55 g. Hence, the number of ala . I or Iron atoms hav<. a 
ass o ms In the domain Is 

111 
9 

)( 10-12 x 6.023 x 1 o'..!:, 
1.~~~ 

['I "";,.--- 55 
1010 atoms _ s.65 x 

- _.,1.rnurn possible dipole moment m I h r11e ro.uu h all th m11x s UC levcd ror the . 
(unreaJistlc) case w en e atomic moments are perfectly a ll~ned . 

'flJUS, ~5 )( 1010) X (9.27 X 10-24) 
l'f\,,.cc = (8. 10-13 A m2 . 

:::8,0>< . , 
Sequent magnetisation is roe con . 

::: Tr\nax/ .Domam volume 
~ . . . 10_13 Am2 / 10- IB ffi3 

::: 8.0 X 

5Am- 1 
..;..8~0 x.10 

T}le relation between B and H in ferromagnetic materials is complex. 
. ften not linear and it depends on the magnetic history of the sample. 

It_15 0 
5.14 depicts the behaviour of the material as we take it through 

fi~;cle of magnetisation.· Let the material be unmagnetised initially. We 
one c it in a solenoid and increase the current through the 
pl~C!oid. The magnetic field B in the mater:al rises and 
so t~rates as depicted in the curve Oa. This behaviour 
sa resents the alignment and merger of domains until no 
~er enhancement is possible. It is pointless to UfCrease 
the current (and hence the magnetic intensity H) beyond 
this. Next, we decrease H an9, reduce it to zero .. At H = O, B 

o. This is represented by the curve ab. The value of.Bat 
~ = o is called retentivity ~r r~rr,ianence. In Fig. 5.14, BR'...:· 
i.2 T, where ilie subscnpt ~ denotes retentiyi_ty-. The 
~ains are not completely randomised even4lrough• the 
external driving field has been removed. Next, the current 
in the solenoid is reversed and slowly increased. Certain 
domains . are flipped until the net field inside stands 
nullified. This is repr~s~nted b~ the c'1ru.e.b=-e ~f 
Hat c is called coercm1ty. In Fig. 5. l 4f He ~ -90 Am . As 
the reversed current 1s increasect1nm'1l-grnt~~- -e once 
again obtain saturation ,.Ibe..c11rve .c,d depicts this. The 
saturated magnetic fielcfi B

5 
~ 1.5 T .. ,J ext, the current is 

reduced (curve de) and revefsea (cuiveea). The cycle repeats 

-200 -1,00 O /100 200 H 
i - 0.5 i A/m 

I 

I -1.0 / a ,,, , 'e 
--,:=~:--------1:5 

U~E 5 The magnetic 
coi) ·s the B-H cuIYe for 

e, .... c materials. 

itself. Note that the curve Oa does not retrace itself as HJs reduced. For a 
' given value of H, B is ~ftji!~.~~~~d~ ifcl_s 2 !l.~ ous liistory of iiie 
· 5:!!1Ple. This phenomenon ~s ~~~~d hyste~ e word hysterisis means 

lagging mTtind [and not 'history') . 

. 5. 7 PERMANENT MAGNETS AND .ELECTROMAGNETS 

Substances which at room temperature retain their ferromagnetic property 
for a long period of time are called permanent-magnets. Permanent 
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• 
. be made ln a v~ty of ways. One can h 

magnets can rth-south direc on and hammer tt r o1c1 ~ ... rodln~~ . . ~ ~, 
tron ustrated ln Ftg. 5.15. e lllustratto 
The method ts Id book to emphasise that the Ill~ ls to~ 
a 400 ye~r m:gnets ts an old art. One can also ho~ Ing Of 
pennanen ~ It with one end of a bar magnet a large a Steel 
rod and s~ways in the same sense to make a P~~~ 
of ttmes, . -~ICU}ent 

magnet. t way to make a permanent Inagnet ts to . 
• An efflci:1 roc:1 in a solenoid an'd pass a CUrrerilace a 

ferrom:~:1J of the solen<;>id magnetises the rod. t. 'Ine 

FIGURE 5 .15 A blacksmiUl 
forging a permanent magnet by 

striking a red-hot rod of iron 
kept in the norU1-sou th 

direction with a hammer. The 

magnee h steresis curve (Fig. 5.14) all~s us to ~lect But 
1b Y ennanent magnets. The material shouI table 

mate::~~~: so that them . et is.~ ave 
high etisatlon is not erase~<$ffy 
so at them uc uatlons or minor mechan1ca1 d~ elds, 
temp a ure high lDa 
.;;t":-4-l-, the material should have a permeability. St,,._ e, s~_etch is recreated from an 

illustration in De Magriete. a 
work ·publish@ in 1600 and 
authored by William Gilbert, 

the court pliys1c1an to Queen 
· Elizabeti) of Englan2_. 

I' w u.1er, . li tl all - ..q:} Is 
r. . •--ed choice. It has a s sm er retenttvtty tl,~_ 

·one-1avow db th h . .:.-'<tll 
ft b. t this is outwei e e muc sm er coer so iron u f; c 

of soft iron. other suitable m~terials or permanent Illagiie 
- alnico cobalt steel and tlconal. . 

196 · 

are , ~---- -,-- fr. . · Core of electromagnets are made o 1erromagnetic lllatenaJs 
h 

· high perm· eability and low retentivity. Soft iron is a sutt.::1.1 . which ave ft d. · I.CllJ e 
material for elecq-omagnets. On placing a-so _iron ro in a solenoid and 
passing a current, we increase the magnetism of the solenoid by a _· 
thousand fold. When we,~witch off the solenoid current, the magnetism is 
effectively switched off since the soft iron core has a low retentivity. The 

. _ammgement is shown in Fig. 5.16. · · _ 

D))J)]))] I ~Y • 

• 

• FIGURE 5:16 A soft iron core in solenoid acts as an elccttomagn~t. 

. In certain applications, the material goes through an ac cycle of 
niagneiisation for a 1<?_1l'i! .... Perio,d7..i:his.is .~e_c~se in transformer cores atm_ 

. telephone diapru:agm~. ~ py~.!_~r~si~ c~~- C?f.~.£Ch matenals must be ' 
narrowj 1ie energy ar[siB,~~ ~~ t_µe heating~ £Onsequently be smalt 
The matenal must have a ~Sh rss!stivity to l~~~r eddy current losses. 
You will study abo~t eddy currents in Chapter 6. . 

. • 
1 

• Electromagnets are used in electric bell~. Lrn ,1.pJsers and telephone ·_ . 
· $fiaphr~s. G_iant ~lectromagnets are used in cranes to lift m~· 
cµid bulk quantl.~es of iron and steel. · 
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/ 
A saUsfoctory understandln~ of magnetic ph 
charges/currents was arrived at afler l~~~mcnon In lcrms ofmovlng 

tottnU011 of the directional propert les r AD· But technotogtcal 
eX~erstandlng by two thousand years ~"-rnagricts predates this sclenUOc 
un d • · · 111.1s . sctenllflt· 1 l a necessary con IUon for eiiulncertnrr ;rr _ um crstnn~llnc1 1,9 
no b !::: opp l'all I I .,. 
;;"iicl cn~lneertn~ ,:i;o han<l- ln -hund, one lcudtn ;- ons. c enlly, science 
a d -1·11 g, and asslsltng Lhe other In tan e . 

cl Magnetic monopoles do not exist. If you Rllce 
../'' two smaller magnets. On lhc other hand 1 1 

~ ~ agnel In half. you get 
chargt>s exist. There exists a smallest u~;~; e poslltve and negative 
electronic charge with value lei = l.G xl0_19 ~arge, for example, lhe 
integral multiples of lhts smallest unlt char 

1 
· All other charges are 

anttsed. We do nol know ~h.y a ge. n other words, charge Is 
~~c-trtc charge is quanti:ed: :.J.lla@l'5~c monopoles do not extst or WE,X 

0 / A consequence of the fact that magnetic mo 
1 

d 
'7· n ld Un nopo es o not extst ts that 

the magnetic e es are continuous and fo l d 
1 the electrostatic lines of force begin on a po nnsitlc oshe oops.,dln contrast, 

· h ve c arge an terminate. 
on the neg~tive c arge (or fade out at infinity). 

✓ The e~rth's magnetic field is not due to a huge bar magnet Inside it. The · 
earth s core is hot and molten:. Perhaps convective currents in th!S, core 
are responslble for tbe earth'.s magnetic field. As to whafdynarno' effect 

~ sustains this current, and why thLearth's field reverses polarity every ' 
million ears or so, we do not know. · · . . .J 

Am_mtscule difference in the value of X, the magnetic susce tibili!Y, 'eld 
rad1call i erent behavi · ama ne 1c versus a netic For 

, dtam,2-gnetic rnate~x ~ _:.,LO! '}'h er~ = + 10·5 for parama~ etlc 

~~~- . . .· ' . -vt': Toere .. exists a perfect diamagnet, namely, a superconductor. This is-a· A 
me'tal at very low temperatures. In this case x .= - 1, µ , = o, µ = o. The 
external J?a@l:etic field is totally expelled. Interest.ip.gly. this. material fs 
also a perfect conductor. Howeve1; there exists no classical theory which' . 

. ., ties : these two properties together. A qu"ariEum-mecFian\ c-al t heory by 
B~ een, Cooper, ancfSc nr1eflerffle-S~fexplains· these eif&ts. 'The. 
~s tfieo~ w~~ pr~p<?.~~g,§.T9J)7'anct ~=~~)' recognised 15y a t<!Mel .'.· 

i· •. Prtze in p ysics in r970. . . · .. - - _ -
~ -- !FNVC:::~ CQ ~ , . 

~-7 The _ph~nomee~ _of mag!1,:_~ic h¥s,te~e~.is,,i~ reminiscen~ of similar .. • 
· befi!fyfo@:ii'.li¼S~ J:J,ing g 1e ~1isf~c r r ~l>.~~ of._EI.ifflials. Strain { 

may n.ot be proportional to stre~s; her~ :-H an~\ Blo't""ffl .are_ n~t 1 
linearly related. The stress-strai~ cu~e _exhibJts hyster~si~ ·"and -~ 

. area" enclosed by it represents ~e energy dissipated per unit volume: 
A simil;u interpretation can be given t~· the B-H magn,et.if ., hysteresis . n 
cwve. . · · 'f . • 

JI Dia.magnetism is universal. It is pres~nt in all ·m~terials. But it 
. · : : 1s•wm ;.,aifci'llard to ci'etec{ tl'iliesub'stafl~g is para- 'or fenmn~c. 

~ w~ have classified materials as . diamagnetic, paramagnetic, and l 

ferromagnetic. However, there exist additional types of magnetic material 
such as fe_rrimagnetic, anti-ferromagnetic ..... ~~~· etc. with p~ perti~ 
which are exotic and mysterious. · 
~ ~ fi, lo ' "' 
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